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Thermo-balancing therapy opens new opportunities in nephrology to fight effectively with chronic 
renal diseases 

Thermo-balancing therapy (TT) with Dr. Allen’s therapeutic device (DATD) is a unique treatment method for chronic 
internal diseases of different organs, including kidneys. The therapy and device were invented by Dr Simon Allen about 

10 years ago, and granted a United States patent as “Therapeutic device and method” and 2 clinical investigations in the 
Department of Urology at Yerevan Medical University on TT with DATD in men with enlarged prostate and chronic prostatitis 
have shown sustainable effectiveness. It was suggested that all chronic internal diseases have the same root and start at the 
capillary level due to pathological capillary activity. Under certain circumstances, namely triggers, capillaries can constrict 
with development of focus of micro-hypothermia in the affected organs tissue. This leads to another function of capillaries 
spontaneous expansion in this tissue. This increases the pressure in the area, which leads to a malfunction of the organ. 
Continuously repeat of this pathological activity of capillaries makes a problem chronic. It should be noted, that medication, 
acupuncture and other treatment options unable to eliminate the focus of hypothermia, therefore surgical procedures are 
widely used reducing quality of life. TT with continuous effect on the focus hypothermia eliminates the pathological activity of 
the capillaries, stopping the progress of chronic disease. This simple solution for chronic for internal diseases should be widely 
investigated by nephrologists. DATD is comfortable for people and Fine Treatment Company, UK, produces and distributes it 
worldwide to treat various chronic conditions.
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